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WHAT GOVERNS BENEFIT PLANS?

● Two primary laws
– Internal Revenue Code (the “Code”)
– Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”)

● Four primary agencies
– Department of Labor (“DOL”)
– Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”)
– Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (“PBGC”)
 Primarily affects defined benefit plans

– Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”)
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WHAT’S NEW?
● Regulators!

● SECURE Act Stuck in the Senate!

● Final HRA Regulations!

● Final ARP Rule!

● DOL Under Review?

● Lots of IRS Rulemaking!
– Expanded Preventative Care Benefits!
– Liberalized Hardship Distribution Rules!
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WHAT’S NEW? REGULATORS!

● Facing criticism for his role in approving a 2008 plea agreement involving 
Jeffrey Epstein, Alexander Acosta resigned as Secretary of Labor effective 
July 19, 2019
– Former Gibson Dunn & Crutcher LLP partner Eugene Scalia sworn in as Secretary of Labor on 

September 30, 2019

● Without citing a reason for her departure, Kirsten Wielobob left her role as the 
IRS deputy commissioner for services and enforcement
– Her successor, IRS veteran Sunita Lough moved from her current role as the commissioner of Tax 

Exempt and Government Entities on September 1, 2019
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WHAT’S NEW? SECURE ACT STUCK IN THE SENATE!

● Democrats control the House and Republicans control the Senate
– Retirement issues are among the few tax policies that have the support to pass both chambers. 

● Borrowing heavily from the Retirement Enhancement and Savings Act (“RESA”), the 
bipartisan Setting Every Community Up for Retirement Enhancement (“SECURE”) Act of 2019 
was expected by many to pass shortly and become the most sweeping change to the 
retirement plan regulatory framework since the Pension Protection Act of 2006 (the “PPA”)
– Passed the House in a 417-3 vote on May 23, 2019

– Stalled in the Senate due to a controversial provision that would allow the use of Code Section 529 
savings to fund home school 
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WHAT’S NEW? FINAL HRA REGULATIONS!
● Liberalize standards for health reimbursement arrangements (“HRAs”)

– Individual Coverage HRA (“ICHRA”)
– Excepted Benefit HRA

● Response to executive order directed at IRS, DOL, and HHS
– Largely identical to the proposed rules

● On September 30, 2019, IRS proposed additional rules to allow applicable 
large employers (“ALEs”) to avoid Code Section 4980H and nondiscrimination 
penalties for ICHRAs
– Conditions for compliance with 105(h) nondiscrimination rules
– Safe harbors!
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WHAT’S NEW? FINAL ARP RULE! 
● Effective September 30, 2019, the final association retirement plan (“ARP”) rule is very similar to the 

proposed ARP rule released by the DOL in September of 2018
– The only difference between the proposed and final rule is the inclusion of a streamlined, simple safe harbor for 

existing professional employer organizations

● Relaxes the barrier to open MEPs by providing seven criteria for that would allow a group or association 
to qualify as an “employer” for purposes of ERISA Section 3(5):
– The group or association must have a formal organizational structure
– The group or association must be controlled by its employer members
– The group or association must have at least one substantial business purpose unrelated to offering and providing 

employee benefits to its employer members
– The group or association must limit plan participation to employees and former employees of employer members
– Employer members must have a commonality of interest
– Each employer must act directly as an employer of at least one employee participating in the MEP 
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WHAT’S NEW? DOL UNDER REVIEW?
● With the fiscal year 2020 budget calling for a $13,000,000 increase in DOL funding 

($10,000,000 of which is earmarked for association health plan (“AHP”) administration and 
enforcement), Congress has increased its oversight activity over the DOL

● On March 18, 2019 Education and Labor Committee Chairman Bobby Scott (D-Va) and 
Pension Subcommittee Chairman Frederica Wilson (D-Fla) asked the Government 
Accountability Office (“GAO”) to review the enforcement-related activities of the Employee 
Benefits Security Administration (“EBSA”)
– Perhaps because of the combination of turnover, increased budget, increased oversight, and an increased focus 

on non-retirement regulatory activity, the only significant new DOL guidance at present is the release of the final 
HRA regulations and ARP rules 
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WHAT’S NEW? LOTS OF IRS RULEMAKING!

● After a slow start to the 2019 due to the government shutdown, the IRS has released several 
new guidance documents:
– Expanding the self-correction program under the Employee Plans Compliance Resolution System (“EPCRS”)
 Rev. Proc. 2019-19 officially permits the self-correction of certain plan loan errors that previously required an IRS filing and

payment of user fee through the voluntary correction program (“VCP”) 

– Expanding the determination letter program (and changing the address for determination letters, letter rulings, and 
IRA opinion letters)
 Rev. Proc. 2019-20 re-opens the determination letter program for statutory hybrid plans and certain plan mergers

 Effective immediately, the new address for the Employee Plans division is 7940 Kentucky Drive, MS 31A, Florence, KY 41041

– Proposing regulations on the qualification of MEPs
 If finalized, the IRS’s proposed rules released on June 3, 2019 would mitigate the harm of the “one-bad-apple” rule by providing

avenues for a designated MEP administrator to remedy qualification issues
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WHAT’S NEW? EXPANDED PREVENTATIVE CARE 
BENEFITS!

● A high deductible health plan (“HDHP”) generally may not provide benefits for any year until 
the minimum deductible for that year is satisfied
– HDHPs are not required to have a deductible for certain “preventative care” services
– Individuals covered by an HDHP generally may establish and deduct contributions to a Health Savings Account 

(“HSA”) as long as they have no disqualifying health coverage

● Notice 2019-45 expands the list of preventive care services that can be provided under an HDHP prior 
to a participant satisfying the minimum deductible, without disqualifying the participant from contributing 
to or benefiting under an HSA
– Enumerated services and items are treated as preventative care only when prescribed to treat an 

individual diagnosed with specific chronic conditions
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WHAT’S NEW? LIBERALIZED HARDSHIP 
DISTRIBUTION RULES!
● On September 23, 2019, the IRS published rules detailing the liberalization of hardship distribution rules 

introduced by the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018:
– New sources for hardship distributions
– No more “time-out”
– No more loan requirement
– Alternative safe harbors for hardship distributions
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WHAT’S COMING?

● Supreme Court Review of THREE ERISA cases!
● PBGC's Multiemployer Program’s insolvency!

– Recent PBGC projections continue to show a very high likelihood of insolvency during FY 2025, and, 
according to the report, that insolvency is a near certainty by the end of FY 2026. 

– Increasing interest factors and premium collections have led to the single-employer program emerging 
from deficit for FY 2018 within the range shown in the prior Projections Report, but faster than the 
prior mean projection

● Student loan repayment benefit guidance!
● Retirement Reform Legislation???
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PAST ISSUES THAT HAVE IMPACTED 
ADMINISTRATION
● Previous 401k administration issues faced that led to a heightened state of alert around 401k 

compliance  
– Taking over plan administration liability during an acquisition at the end of the calendar year
 Completing a 401k audit for an acquired organization that no longer had reporting access to their HRIS who also 

utilized a different recordkeeper.
– Joining an organization that had never been audited before that had substantial compliance issues including:
 Withholdings that never made it to the record keeper
 Inaccurate withholdings 
 Loans that were never withheld 
 Remittance timing issues
 Match amounts not calculated correctly
 Endless lost earnings calculations 

– Representing the plan through the Voluntary Fiduciary Correction Program (VFCP)
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WHAT LED CHANGING RECORDKEEPERS
● Joined a new organization that had experienced tremendous growth and had come off of a Professional 

Employer Organization (PEO) partnership 

● At that point there was an RFP for a new 401k recordkeeper but due to the asset size of the plan only 
one vendor participated and that was the recordkeeper who held the PEO 401k as well. 

● That vendor was obviously selected however, due to the plan asset size the vendor did not offer 
standard compliance features expected of a recordkeeper that partnered with a 1500+ FTE organization 
– Discovered plan disclosures weren’t being sent by the recordkeeper
 No Summary Plan Description Delivery
 No Summary Annual Report 
 No Investment disclosures  

● At that point, the 401k advisor (plan broker) was notified and engaged to help get the compliance feature 
implemented, and that is where the story starts…
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THE EVALUATION
● The plan asset size had grown to a point where the current recordkeeper would offer its compliance 

services in a new version of its administrative platform, for a fee. 

● The plan advisor was already unhappy with the service, the investment lineup and the fees from the 
current recordkeeper.  
– For context, the fee was 1.5 basis points and plan assets were between $2 Million and $3 Million dollars and only 

150 – 175 active participants, the plan participants picked up those fees as well

● Since the asset size had grown the thought was the plan fees would go down, however, when the 
current recordkeeper came back with the updated pricing, the fee for administration went to 2.8 basis 
points
– The plan advisor provided benchmarking of plans similar in size and showed that the fees were going from a little 

north of the 50th percentile in market to the 90th percentile if this was adopted
– Presenting this information to senior leaders really helped
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MARKETING OF THE PLAN
● The plan advisor went to market and was able to return quotes within a month

– However, there was an issue with the amount of FTE’s in the current recordkeeper’s database because it was 
showing 800 – 1000 more FTE’s than actual. Very important to note all factors of the RFP especially in pricing. 

● The RFP was narrowed down to two vendors not too dissimilar in cost, however, these vendors were 
offering differentiated price points depending on the investment lineup offered. 
– The price difference was due to whether or not the recordkeepers own proprietary investment funds would be 

allowed into the investment mix, the discount was up to .25 basis points  
 The conflict then was, how does one justify not taking the additional discount when a primary reason for the 

move was fee based, these funds were target date in nature and would be the QDIA (Qualified Default 
Investment Alternative) 

 As a basis for the decision, investment performance scores, a secondary reason in the recordkeeper evaluation 
process was utilized, the investment scorecard had rated the funds a 7 of 10, the funds offered on the final 
investment score were 10 of 10 which justified foregoing the discount.
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IMPLEMENTATION
Pre-work (Administrative)

● New partner was selected then plan setup 
initiated 

DECISION POINTS
– Had weekly implementation calls
– Setup a new adoption agreement which went 

through:
 Money Types
 Loans 
 Eligible Compensation 
 QDIA Selection

– Sent data to new recordkeeper
– Arranged for the trustee to trustee transfer 

Go Live (Employee Facing)

● Once the administrative portion was complete 
the employee communication began  

SUB-HEADING
– Mandatory blackout notices were sent to all eligible 

and terminated participants with funds
– During the blackout period meetings were held at 

corporate and field locations 
 Part education, part compliance purpose to 

ensure all had a chance knew of learning about 
the QDIA

– Blackout was lifted prior to the 45 deadline  
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TAKEAWAYS AND RETROSPECTIVES
● Involve senior leadership in a data driven way if there is something that needs to be assessed 

– The case to change was 80% a quantitative one, the qualitative arguments around enhanced employee experience and 
user interface with a new recordkeeper was important but not a major factor.   

● Take fees seriously there is a lot of litigation surrounding this issue and others in the 401k administration 
process.
– For example, when looking for a new recordkeeper a quick google search found that every recordkeeper in the RFP and 

the incumbent had lawsuits over fees in the news.

● To combat that don’t only document decisions but document the rationale behind them. 
– This is to protect the organization long term, one might not remember or might not be around to explain why an 

organization passed on additional savings in fees, but if documented that it was due to better investment performance of 
an alternative setup or the fact that it was  proprietary product are key facts   

● From a timing perspective, mid year worked out well, but every organization is different 
– Did not have to communicate extra to get through the noise of a product launch or combat other HR messages like Open 

Enrollment 
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DEPENDENT AUDIT  
● Dependent Eligibility – Process prior to Review 

– Documentation was required for spouse or child prior to be added onto coverage
– Manual paper enrollment process  
– Validity of information needed some spring cleaning (divorces that were not reported) 

● Purpose of the Audit  
– Performed a thorough and comprehensive review to ensure all covered dependents of the associate (spouse & children) are 

validated based on IRS regulations/auditor criteria 
– New Enrollment system: Prior documentation did not migrate over to new system
– Cost Savings initiative: Prior reliance on associates self –reporting life events in instances of divorce, dependent eligibility

changes    
– Reinforced coverage was in line with the legal terms of our benefit contracts  
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DEPENDENT AUDIT (REVIEW) 
Structure of Review 

● Dependents on medical, dental and vision plans 
– Substantiation was required to maintain coverage 
– Announced during Open Enrollment – April 2019 
 Documentation was due by July 31st  

 If no action taken, dependents were removed as of August 1 
– Partnered with online enrollment vendor, Benefits Express 
 Completed email and mail campaigns for reminders
 Call center support for questions 

– Crate Supported Associate Experience with resources
 List of Acceptable Documentation 
 Step-by-step login and navigation instructions for site
 Internal reminders & personal outreach attempts
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DEPENDENT AUDIT  
Results 

● 28 associates came off the medical plan
– Annual Savings of $165k due to associates going to  lower tier/cost plans   
– What we learned 
 Starting early in process was essential for success
 Explain the why behind the review, this seemed to make the process understandable for associates 
 Buy in from Executives & HR Business partners is vital for success  
 Resources and reminders made process amiable 
 Multiple methods of outreach worked – emails, onsite sessions, letters, and HR reminders
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OPEN ENROLLMENT
● Prompts:

– New benefits
– Communication and outreach strategy
– Design changes
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RETIREMENT PLAN GENERAL
● Prompts:

– Hardship distribution regulations
– Fee litigation
– Vendor RFP and changes
– Expansion of self-correction program
– Lump sum payment to retirees in pay status
– Actuarial Equivalence lawsuits
– Disability claims regulations
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HEALTH AND WELFARE GENERAL
● Prompts:

– Current trends
– Voluntary benefits
– Cross-plan offsetting
– Health plan fee litigation
– Wellness program designs and challenges
– Plan ambiguities (X times Salary subject to a Minimum of $Y and a Maximum of $Z)
– New HRA rules
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STUDENT LOAN BENEFITS
● Prompts:

– Current trends
– Working with vendors
– IRS private letter ruling
– Design choices and problems
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LEAVE LAWS
● Prompts:

– Informal group poll
– State leave law compliance
– Parental leave
– Benefits while on leave
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SECTION 1557 RULES
● Prompts:

– Applicability
– Compliance
– Proposed rules
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Around the Horn – Group Discussion

Jake Mattinson, Partner

Employee Benefits and Executive Compensation

McDermott Will & Emery LLP

QUESTIONS?
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